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Phrases

Take a guess. p8

Ladies and Gentlemen! p14

How lucky! p29

Congra tua ltions! p44

Good luck! p44

Word Combos

look up...  p8

call ... back turn ... off p12

be about to ...  p14

betwee n...and be sure to ... p15

from now on...  p15

be happy to ... show ... around p19

..., you know? be made from... p27

a day before
yesterday

a few p29

get to...  p31

take part in...  p35

be born in ...  p36

little by little get worse p39

get away such as... p39

no longer...  p42

I'm sure that  p44

In School

a speech p9 a lesson p12

a clock p12 a mistake p13

a chair p25 a college p35

congtr atu lations p44 a tournament p44

a champion p44

 

People

a lady ladies p14

a gentleman gentlemen p14

Other

alre ady p10 yet p12

betw een p15 since p16

never p18 ever p18

few p29 nothing p42

Time & Place

century p9 twice p18

north p21 east p21

Verbs

to correct p13 to fasten p15

to receive p17 to move p19

to erupt p20 to be asleep p20

to drop p21 to be able p21

to reduce p25 to reuse p25

to recycle p25 to refuse p27

to produce p27 to add p29

to repair p29 to invite p35

to be born p36 to harm p39

to order p39 to kill p39

to decide p40 to lay p42

to continue p42 to examine p42

to rest p42

Animals

an elephant p38 a tiger p39

Food & Drinks

a vegetable p8 a cucumber p13

spaghetti p26 oil p27

 

Adjectives & Adverbs

originally p9 clear p15

lucky p29 practical p36

faithful p38 worse (bad) p39

poisoned p40 clever p40

loving p41 sweet p41

weak p42 nervous p44

Nouns

soil p9 a capital p11

an e-mail p12 a set p12

a body p13 a flight p14

a lavatory p15 a seat p15

a belt p15 a tempreture p15

a volcano p16 news p17

sights eeing p19 a bomb p21

a prefecture p21 a temple p21

a shrine p21 a period p21

trash p25 a waste p25

a can p29 a radio p28

a flower p28 a chain p29

a line p31 an interv iewer p35

an athlete p35 a volunteer p35

a patent p36 an inventor p36

tricks p29 a visitor p39

a war p39 a situation p39

a zookeeper p40 an injection p40

skin p40 a needle p40

a keeper p41 a cage p41

a trunk p41 air p41

ground p42 stomach p42

peace p42 a monument p42

luck p44
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